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Address: 3956 Westridge Avenue, West Vancouver
Name: Ray House
Architect: Daniel Evan White
Builder: Fiscus Construction
Original Owner: Julian Ray
Date of Construction: 1961
DESCRIPTION OF THE HISTORIC PLACE
The Ray House, located at 3956 Westridge Avenue, is a tri-level residence built atop a rugged
landscape composed of stepped and sloping bedrock. The property is situated along the
Caulfeild Plateau in the District of West Vancouver. Designed in 1961 in a Japanese inspired,
Modernist approach to West Coast architecture, the Ray House features a heavily glazed top
storey, which gives the illusion of weightlessness, characterized by its cross-gabled roof, thin
soffits, and tapered exposed beams. The house is anchored by its more generous and less
transparent lower levels. Located on a 23,000 square foot residential lot with south facing views,
the Ray House is distinguished by its unique design and thoughtful integration with the natural
environment.
HERITAGE VALUE OF THE HISTORIC PLACE
The Ray House is significant for its Modernist response to West Coast architecture, unique
among the houses designed in West Vancouver at the time, and for its integration with the
surrounding natural environment and rocky sloped site. The Ray House is also valued for its
association with celebrated local architect, Daniel Evan White, who designed the Ray House for
Julian Ray in 1961, at the beginning of what would become a long and successful career for
White.
Exemplified by design innovation, use of natural materials, and sensitive integration with the
landscape, the West Coast Modern Style of architecture was prevalent between 1945 and 1970.
This was an era of postwar optimism, prosperity, growth and pent-up demand for new housing.
The Ray House is a unique, Japanese-inspired representation of this new modern architecture,
and features tapered exposed beams and thin soffits that give the impression that the top level of
the house is floating above ground, an effect that is intensified by the bridge that leads to the
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front entryway. Utilizing high-quality materials, including the application of cedar on both the
interior and exterior, the house features sophisticated lines that give it an organic sense of flow
while differentiating it from earlier post-and-beam structures. The interior of the top floor
features expansive windows and vaulted ceilings that intensify the feeling of openness. The
house is anchored to the rocky landscape as it follows the natural topography of the land to the
rear yard – the exterior walls become more solid and opaque while the house expands to
include generous, and private, living quarters. The central chimney, which is split in two,
functions as the heart of the house and connects two unique fireplaces, one on the top floor and
one in the master bedroom.
Built on a large residential lot, the Ray House is significant for its sensitive and thoughtful
integration with the natural environment, a hallmark feature of the West Coast Modern Style.
The multiple levels of the house were constructed around, as opposed to through, the natural
bedrock, creating a tiered massing that is incorporated into the steep lot with minimal disruption
of the rugged landscape. The design allows for maximum, and diverse, views to and from the
house and takes advantage of natural light. By designing a ‘floating’ top level, White’s design
creates an infinite sense of space, which gives the impression that the house is hovering amidst
the trees.
The Ray House is valued for its association with prominent local architect, Daniel Evan White
(1933-2012). Educated at the Vancouver School of Art, White initially planned on becoming a
painter, but turned to another art form upon entering UBC’s School of Architecture in the 1950s.
Architecture school exposed Daniel to an influential group of instructors and mentors including
Bertram Charles (B.C.) Binning, Ron Thom, Frederick Lasserre, Cornelia Oberlander, and Arthur
Erickson; he completed his thesis in 1963 at the age of thirty and was hired as Erickson’s first
employee not long afterward. Recognized by his contemporaries as one of the most
accomplished architects of his generation, Daniel White developed his own, distinguishable
style, which included bold, geometric designs, sculptural exteriors, and a heavy use of wood
and glass. Throughout his career, White was known for his relentless hard work, his
commitment to his own design beliefs and his desire to avoid influence from architectural
trends.
Early in his architectural career, while still at school, White became affiliated with Fiscus
Construction; a company formed by seven UBC students for which White initially designed a
pre-fabricated cottage. This early work allowed White to tangibly explore his approach to
design, which, at times, referenced his appreciation of Japanese residential architecture, likely
an influence from Arthur Erickson. White would go on to design homes for all four of the
lawyers involved in Fiscus Construction, including this home, designed for Julian Ray in 1961
and built by Fiscus using their standardized panel system. Designed while White was still
completing his degree, the Ray House expresses his strong architectural voice, characterized by
references to Japanese design, the incorporation of dramatic shapes and angles, the union of
interior and exterior spaces, the bold articulation of basic architectural concepts and the creation
of a form and massing that reads as both simple and complex – all at a wholly livable and
human-scale.
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CHARACTER-DEFINING ELEMENTS
The elements that define the heritage character of the Ray House are its:
Exterior Elements
− setting amongst mature vegetation on a large lot, with views to the southwest;
− residential form, scale and massing as expressed by its tri-level plan, one storey visible at
the entry way and three levels visible from the sides and rear façade;
− low sloped, cross-gabled roof structure, with thin soffits and tapered exposed beams;
− wood frame construction with cedar and stucco siding;
− Modernist style details such as the use of local materials, thin soffits, wide eaves and
tapered exposed wooden beams, landscaped path and bridge leading to the front
entryway, several balconies and decks, boxed window assemblies, and the relationship
between the interior and exterior spaces;
− original windows such as its large fixed and sliding casement wood frame and sash
windows of the living room, and quarter-reeded glass sidelights at the front entry;
− twin interior granite chimneys; and
− associated landscape features such as the mature trees and plants, the landscaped
pathway leading to the bridge with mature plantings and rock sculptures, and the natural
bedrock.
Interior Elements
− tri-level floor plan with split-level concept;
− glazed top storey with vaulted ceilings and tapered exposed beams that continue through
the interior;
− two fireplaces including: top storey two-sided fireplace book-ended by granite chimneys,
and master bedroom fireplace with trapezoidal metal hood and floating granite base;
− horizontal cedar cladding;
− floating cedar staircase with cedar balustrades;
− sliding pocket doors to the master bedroom deck;
− exposed granite wall in the master closet;
− woven wood screens; and
− wall beneath the staircase composed of round balusters.
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Daniel Evan White, Museum of Vancouver

Fiscus Construction plans, 1993
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Interview with Russell Cammarasana, February 11, 2015
Fiscus Construction plans, 1993
“The Many Mansions of Dan White”. Western Living. May 1985. Article attached as
Appendix.
“Natural Wonder: Canadian Architect Daniel Evan White”. Wallpaper* December 2011.
Article attached as Appendix.
Museum of Vancouver ‘Who was Daniel Evan White’, posted by Viviane Gosselin,
October 09, 2013, http://www.museumofvancouver.ca/programs/blog/2013/10/9/whowas-daniel-evan-white-part-i Transcript below:
Viviane Gosselin (MOV Curator): Why do you think Daniel Evan White remained relatively
unknown until recently – well after his career was over?
Martin Lewis (Guest Curator): Many of Dan’s mentors or contemporaries – Arthur Erickson, Ron
Thom, Barry Downs – managed to complement their early private residential work with larger
institutional commissions that afforded them greater public profiles. Others, such as Fred
Hollingsworth and Bud Wood, were far more vocal and articulate about their own work. Dan had
the respect of his professional peers but was never skilled at self-promotion.
VG: Last year, there was a West Coast Modern film screening and public symposium in
Vancouver but, curiously, not a mention of Dan White. Should he be considered part of that
movement or not?
Greg Johnson (Guest Curator): We acknowledge that Dan never identified with a style or group per
se, nor can his work be easily categorized. It’s often mistakenly characterized as simply architecture
for the privileged. That is incorrect. He also designed modest houses, pre-fabricated cabins –
everything from furniture and fixtures to new housing prototypes, public buildings and small
communities.
VG: Given his formal education at the Vancouver School of Art, would you say Dan White
considered himself an artist, an architect, or both?
ML: He said he became an architect because he ‘could not paint like those he admired’. He
understood his limitations. Yet he certainly approached architecture with the sensibility of an artist.
He was not pleased until he achieved ‘something that was truly beautiful’. So, he was quite willing
to take everyone on a quest for the zenith. He was very interested in Greek mythology and pursued
the ideals of intense dedication, passion and zeal (naming his business after the god Zelus, who
represented those ideals). He was an idealist, a dreamer. Those are not necessarily the typical traits
of a successful architect.
VG: Big question: Could you situate his work in local, regional, national and international
contexts?
GJ: We view him as one of the most accomplished architects of his generation. His unique
contribution to Canadian architecture will become more significant and revered as his work is
publicized and understood as a genuinely original, West Coast response to site, climate and
culture. Although the buildings reveal an iconic, almost sculptural presence from the exterior, their
clear interior planning and the precise relationships of rooms to the immediate and distant
landscape set them apart.
ML: He had an interest in the modernist tenets (Le Corbusier’s ‘5 Points of Architecture’; Mies van
der Rohe’s ‘Less is More’) but never as dogma or formula. His work, although strongly geometric in
plan and section, is much more subtly nuanced and human-scaled than would at first appear. He
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was quite sympathetic to the fusion of inside and outside, to the extent that those territorial
boundaries are constantly blurred in his houses – air, water, light, landscape seem to flow
effortlessly from one space to another...
VG: You both already had an intimate knowledge of his work, having been associates in his firm
for several years. What new insights did you gain while researching and documenting his work?
ML: Architecture, like all disciplines, seems to have its own set of very strict rules and tendencies.
Some would call them styles, others theoretical positions. We’re interested in the idea of critical
practice, which attempts to posit larger issues through the true substance of architecture – which,
some might argue, is building. Dan was clearly a practitioner. He was not a theorist. He
communicated ideas through the act of building.
GJ: The truly humbling thing about looking at his 50 years of practice, as a coherent body of work,
is just how difficult it must have been to execute. Dan quietly had a formal agenda in mind,
perhaps not articulated initially, but certainly as he gained more experience and earned the
confidence and trust of clients; he was able to assemble a coherent set of ideas, each project more
subtly resolved than the previous one. It was as if he was working towards completing that set and
saw in each commission an opportunity to add an additional piece to the suite.
ML: Absolutely. And in retrospect, it is the research process required for the exhibition that made us
see the work in this light. It allowed us to type and categorize projects and document their formal
similarities. Interestingly, there is a lineage that ties everything together, so to speak – private worlds
that suddenly become public and more interesting because of their shared genealogy. We are
certainly not historians, but as architects we now see the merit in constructing a career based on a
few selective and focused interests.
GJ: The most rewarding part of this project has been meeting an extraordinarily wide range of
people who, after having been in the residences for a significant amount of time, in some cases
several decades, are now reflecting on how good architecture has changed their lives.
VG: When did you first learn about Dan White?
ML: Through a University of Toronto acquaintance, who became Dan’s longest associate, of more
than 25 years – Russell Cammarasana. I had noticed the Ma Residence on Spanish Banks when I
first came to Vancouver in 1986, because of its sheer audacity and obvious dexterity. But years
later, when visiting Russell at the studio, I think Dan mentioned that they were getting very busy
and needed some help. It was completely circumstantial. I worked and consulted with Dan’s firm
intermittently over a period of 20 years and had the opportunity to work with Dan on his very last
project (unbuilt) in 2010.
GJ: I remember the first time I saw one of Dan White’s houses, soon after returning from my
architectural studies in Montréal. The house was located on one of those rugged West Coast sites so
impossible to build on that it had likely been labelled as unsuitable for development: steep, rocky
slopes descending to the ocean, very difficult vehicle access and covered with impenetrable
vegetation.
Although still incomplete, the house already exhibited those characteristics so typical of all of Dan’s
work – bold, simple and dramatic, with strong, repetitive, geometric forms, fitted to the site in a
manner that made it look like it had always been there.
I was fortunate at that time to be sharing office space with Steve Zibin, a long-time colleague of
Dan. Steve always spoke so highly of Dan, crediting him with instilling in Steve a strong sense of
design. He sent me off in search of the many buildings they had worked on together, most of them
hidden away on difficult-to-access sites around the Great Vancouver area. I became familiar with
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the large body of exceptional work Dan’s office had produced, and at the same time more puzzled
as to why these outstanding projects were not better known within the architectural community.
Through an amazing twist of fate shortly thereafter, I found myself working with Dan and a number
of his colleagues. The office was a wonderfully creative atmosphere, and I remember it with
fondness, as much for the people involved as for the fascinating way in which Dan’s projects came
to fruition.
VG: And what was it like to work with him?
ML: Exhilarating. Inspiring. Frustrating. Humbling. Dan was a very quiet, gentle man. I think that
those who worked for him, and with him, realized that they were operating in a completely
different world of design, mostly anachronistic, completely unsustainable when you come to think
of it. It’s remarkable that Dan was able to maintain a practice such as his for so long. For any
project, he would generate hundreds of ideas. Some of the ideas were so unconventional at the
residential scale (houses spanning deep gorges, suspended spherical rooms, hyperbolic paraboloid
skylit roofs) that when first proposed, they seemed like conceits, sheer follies. But then, slowly, as
the client’s program evolved and the siting, spatial and technical requirements became more
known and considered, those poetic ideas transformed into practical, productive ones. Dan was
immensely talented. And in a way not borne out by his daily studio behaviour (he actually did not
draw so much as sketch relentlessly). He was extremely hard working. He was always dreaming.
He never took a day off.
VG: What lessons do you think can be learned from his work?
ML: Anyone who has striven for simplicity and clarity in any discipline knows how difficult those
are to achieve. Dan worked relentlessly, attempting to achieve a measure of perfection. He was
rarely successful, but he persisted. He wasn’t afraid to make mistakes. He constructed space, spatial
sequence, form. Complex space that rewarded full engagement.
GJ: Dan’s best work was executed when he engaged a broad range of participants with
multidisciplinary backgrounds, each substantially contributing to the final artefact. This model,
distinct from the antiquated myth of the sole creative genius, is the one most likely to produce
outstanding architecture.
ML: What drove the formal language of Dan’s work was his insistence that everything was simple,
geometrically consistent and carried through all levels of the architectural program. No other
architect in this region successfully carried out that idea at such a scale, with such thoroughness
and over such a long period of time. We find that compelling. There are certainly high and low
points in the opus: the work is neither ‘perfect’ nor always resolved. But it is shown here, for the
first time, for consideration. No one could say that they ‘know’ Dan’s work, because it just wasn’t
‘out there’ before now. In fact, the curatorial team is discovering something new every day.
GJ: Ideas from his 1963 thesis – such as a clear formal vocabulary or the mix of the monumental
with the everyday – resonate in his final project 50 years later; that’s instructive.
ML: Our expectations of our buildings and environments are different now, implicated by a new
awareness of energy conservation and vague notions of heritage and sustainability. You cannot, nor
would you necessarily want to, replicate the buildings of the past 50 years. But you might be
interested in what makes some of that architecture and landscape liveable, revered, cared for and
loved. This is partly why we think Dan’s work will continue to resonate with the public of today
and tomorrow.
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